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WELCOME TO ISSUE #011 //

NOTE FROM
THE EDITORS
Welcome to issue number #011 of Pod Bible
magazine! We've nearly done it guys, we're
nearly at the end of 2020. Years ago we
would have predicted flying cars and robot
waiters but here we are, still contending with
a global pandemic, social unrest and all kinds
of other struggles. Thank goodness we still
have podcasts to keep us sane, right?
Time to intro yet another jam packed issue
for you and we're extremely honoured
to have Jessie & Lennie Ware gracing
our cover (amazing illustration from Dan
Evans yet again!) and featuring as our main
interview. Table Manners is one of the most
consistently good podcasts available and has
been releasing episodes with spectacular
guests for many years now, so it was a real
pleasure to hear them chat about their show
and podcasting in general.

As well as Jessie & Lennie we also have an
interview with Dane Baptiste, a feature on
Michaela Coel's best pod appearances, a run
down of Big Brother winner Craig Phillips' top
five podcasts as well as all the usual columns
and contributors.
02 //

In other Pod Bible news we recently launched
our new and improved website which now
acts as the perfect accompaniment to the
magazine. Not only are there bonus reviews
and recommendations, we've also got plenty
of interviews, polls and special features to
keep you busy between magazine releases.
As always you can also read and order back
issues of the magazine and listen to the Pod
Bible podcast. Head over to podbiblemag.
com to check it out.
The website will also be the place to have
your say in the upcoming, end of year Pod
Bible Poll Winners vote! We had such a huge
reaction to last years polls and we can't wait
to announce the categories and nominations
for 2020. Keep an eye on our social media for
news and updates on that front.
We will of course be back with issue #012 in
December to bring our second year to a close.
Once again thank you to everyone who reads
the magazine, listens to the podcast, visits the
website or interacts with us on social media.
The podcasting community continues to grow
at an incredible pace but it's still just as lovely
as it's always been and we're proud to be a
part of it. If you'd like to get in touch to say
hello, feel free to drop us an email or say hi on
Twitter or Instagram.
info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible
STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad
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WHAT’S A PODCAST
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT IS IT?!
A podcast is a digital audio file made available
on the internet for downloading or streaming to
a computer or an alternative device such as a
phone. To be a little less clinical, it’s essentially a
radio show that you can listen to wherever and
whenever you choose without being interrupted
by regular weather bulletins or travel updates.

Right now there are over 800,000 different
podcasts with over 30 million episodes in 100
different languages available to listen to. These
range from highly produced shows recorded in
professional studios by major broadcasters to
rough and ready homemade shows recorded
on a laptop in someone’s bedroom. If you have
a computer and an internet connection, you
can make a podcast, making it one of the most
democratic mediums around. Is it time to see
what all the fuss is about?
HOW MUCH DO THEY COST?
Nothing! They’re absolutely free which makes
them one of the most accessible forms of
entertainment around. Many of the larger podcasts

will feature adverts and some offer access
to extra content for a small fee but 99% of
podcasts are available for you to listen to on
demand for nothing at all.
There are literally millions of hours of top quality
content out there for you to explore - so what's
stopping you?!
SO HOW DO I LISTEN?
The Spotify and Acast apps are available on all
smart phones and other devices and cover a
wide variety of podcasts. If you're an iPhone
user then the Apple Podcasts app should
already be on your phone. The same applies
for the Google Podcasts app on Android
phones. Within these apps you can search
for and subscribe to shows so that the latest
episodes will be downloaded to your phone
without you having to seek them out.
The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes
(available across this magazine) which take
you directly to the relevant podcast. The
Audible app can be used to listen to Audible
original podcasts.
If you're on a desktop computer then you
can use the Spotify desktop application
(which is also available in your browser) the
Acast website or the Audible Cloud Player.
Alternatively you can use iTunes or go direct to
the website of the podcast you want to listen to.
Finally, you can use your home smart speakers
as a way to listen too. Just ask them to play you
a podcast and go from there!
// 03

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... TABLE MANNERS //

“I REMEMBER SETTING
MYSELF ON FIRE WITH
A BLOW TORCH TRYING
TO OUTDO JESSIE...”
IF YOU WERE TO LIST YOUR DREAM LINE UP OF
DINNER PARTY GUESTS, THERE'S A STRONG
CHANCE THAT JESSIE & LENNIE WARE HAVE
ALREADY WELCOMED THEM TO THEIR TABLE. POP
STARS, CHEFS, ACTORS & MAYORS, THE MOTHER &
DAUGHTER COMBO HAVE HOSTED THEM ALL. WE
CAUGHT UP WITH THE TABLE MANNERS HOSTS TO
CHAT ALL THINGS PODCAST...
PB: TELL US ABOUT YOUR SHOW! WHAT’S
YOUR PODCAST ELEVATOR PITCH??

Jessie: Our podcast elevator pitch is a mother
and daughter duo invite a guest round to their
house for a ‘Friday night dinner’. Friday night
dinner was always a big thing in our house.
I’d have friends over for dinner and mum
would cook, but she couldn’t resist joining in
the conversations we’d have and the podcast
basically became a continuation of that. We’ve
been lucky to have some really amazing and
fascinating guests round to mums for dinner –
its great fun - a great meal and a chat!
WHY PODCASTING? WHAT IS IT ABOUT
THE FORMAT THAT APPEALS TO YOU?

04 //

Jessie: I don’t like to call it an interview as
it’s a free-flowing conversation over the dinner
table, but the longform lends itself to a much
broader and interesting conversation. We
always want the guest to feel comfortable so
its very relaxing and natural. We always end
up chatting about the most random of things
Jessie Ware hosts a podcast
about food, family, and the
beautiful art of having a chat,
direct from her very own
dinner table. With help from
her chef extraordinaire mum
Lennie, each week guests
from the worlds of music,
culture and politics drop by
for a bite and a bit of a natter.
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and that’s what I love. We like to hope we get WHAT DO YOU THINK MAKES A
something different out of people.
GOOD PODCAST GUEST?
Jessie: Someone who is up for it, open and
says the magic words 'I’ve never told anyone
this before'. Someone who knows what
they’re walking into & in our case, good table
manners! We’ve had some amazing guests on
the podcast; from all sorts of background and
people who do all sorts of different jobs. We
especially love it when we have a comedian
WHAT‘S THE SECRET TO BEING A on! We had Michael McIntrye on recently and
GOOD PODCAST HOSTS?
we did not stop laughing from start to finish.

“THE LONGFORM
LENDS ITSELF TO
A MUCH BROADER
AND INTERESTING
CONVERSATION”

Jessie: A good editor!! My producer/editor is IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO
magic and manages to cut out a fair few ‘f*cks'! BEFORE YOU STARTED OUT AND
She’s the one that makes me look good.
GIVE YOURSELF ONE PIECE OF
// 05

ADVICE, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
Jessie: Don’t interrupt people & don’t try to
fill the pause after a question with another
question. I wish I could say I've learnt my lesson!
WHAT’S BEEN YOUR WORST
PODCAST MOMENT SO FAR?
Lennie: The podcast is really fun and there
are no really bad moments, we always laugh a
great deal. I remember setting myself on fire
with a blow torch trying to outdo Jessie with
crème brulee. A tricky time was when we had
the lovely George Ezra. My other daughter
Hannah opened the door to him and said hi
I'm Jessie! Don't know why she said that but
he was immediately confused. The short ribs
we'd prepared were inedible and we had to
order a takeaway!! We've also had a guest
who ordered a takeaway in advance when
we'd already cooked for them!!!
WHICH EPISODE OR EPISODES OF
YOUR PODCAST MEAN THE MOST
TO YOU?
Lennie: I have loved all the episodes. I
was proud to have Sadiq Khan, the mayor
of London who broke his fast with us over
Ramadan. It was very special to have Nigella
Lawson who really is a goddess. I loved
talking to George Aligiah - who wouldn't with

that voice. I think to have kept going during
lock down and have some amazing guests has
been wonderful. We couldn't cook for them
but we certainly talked about food with Nick
Grimshaw, Mel and Sue, Munroe Bergdorf
and John Legend. Florence Pugh and Dua
Lipa both had their dinner while we were all
on Zoom!
WHICH PODCASTS OR PODCAST
HOSTS INSPIRE YOU?
Lennie: I think the Griefcast is really important
and helps unite people who are grieving - it is
definitely inspirational. I love Jane Garvey - a
completely wonderful host. Dolly Alderton
and Pandora Sykes too but my big favourites
are Chris and Rosie Ramsey.
FINALLY, WHAT ARE YOUR
CURRENT FAVOURITE PODCASTS?
Jessie: How To Fail with Elizabeth Day, Keep
It!, Dear Joan and Jericha, Dolly Parton’s
America, Distraction Pieces with Scroobius
Pip, Homo Sapiens, The Guilty Feminist and
Human with Jess Mills.
Lennie: The Daily, That Peter Crouch Podcast,
Homo Sapiens. Sh**ged, Married, Annoyed. I
also like Modern Love.
@tablemannerspod // @JessieWare // @thelionLennie

CHECK OUT LENNIE'S FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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CHECK OUT JESSIE'S FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS
FROM THE PAST
SIX MONTHS
ECSTASY: THE BATTLE OF RAVE

Documentary

Ep1 // I Need Your Love // Sep 2020
Through a mix of factual and dramatised episodes, this brilliant new series
from BBC Sounds delves into the emergence of rave culture during the 80s
and 90s and it's close relationship with ecstasy. Episode one introduces
us to an eclectic range of individuals who discuss the scene, the drug
and how the two became intrinsically linked. Enthralling interviews and a
specially curated soundtrack ensure a captivating listen, and the tease of
the fictional episodes at the end will have you primed and ready for more.

THE TRAVEL DIARIES

Travel

Sir Michael Palin - Long Haul // Jul 2020
Each week on The Travel Diaries travel journalist and editor Holly
Rubenstein invites a guest to discuss the destinations and travel
experiences that have shaped their lives. In Sir Michael Palin, Holly has
secured a guest not only famous for his Monty Python work but also for
the travel documentaries that wowed so many of us in the 80's and 90's.
The chat roams from his love for Venice, the success of Around the World
in 80 Days, his trip to North Korea and the one place he'd still love to visit.

SEX POWER MONEY

Sex & Relationships

Series 2, Episode 1 // Jason Domino // Jul 2020
Sara Pascoe is back with the second series of Sex Power Money,
her podcast that focuses on sex work, the stigma around it and the
ramifications of our current laws. In this episode Sara sits down with sexual
health activist and sex worker Jason Domino to discuss HIV activism, the
complexities of decriminalisation, the feminist response and much more.
As always Sara is a thoroughly capable host who isn't afraid to admit her
lack of knowledge or possible past prejudices. An enlightening listen.
08 //
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JAMES ACASTER'S PERFECT SOUNDS

Music

Jamali Maddix & satanic spirituals // May 2020
In 2016 James Acaster had a breakdown that led him to immerse himself
in music released that year. 600 albums later and James is convinced that
2016 is the greatest year for music of all time. But can he persuade his
guests? Each week James sends his guest an album to listen to before
discussing it on the podcast and this episode with Jamali Maddix is a brilliant
example of the kind of weird and wacky genres available if you dig deep
enough. African American spirituals / satanic black metal fusion anyone?

TODAY IN FOCUS

News

In conversation with Benjamin Zephaniah and George the Poet // Jul 2020

Host Anushka Asthana is joined by two of Britian's leading contemporary
poets to discuss growing up as black men in England and their continued
work exposing racial injustice. Despite being born a generation apart
Benjamin and George's lives have many parallels, from their experiences
with police brutality to their decisions to reject the British honours system.
As they discuss their influences in poetry and language, as well as their
determination to keep up the fight, their mutual respect for eachother is clear.

GIANT

Sport

The Ballad of Alan Shearer // Aug 2020
Award winning football narrative pod GIANT is back, and series 2 kicks off
with a folk story. The Ballad of Alan Shearer spins the tale of Newcastle's
prodigal son, an unparalleled goal scorer deprived of the hardware usually
associated with the greats of the game. GIANT's exceptional writing and
production (helmed by Owen Blackhurst, Tayo Popoola and Seb White) is back
with a vengeance and creates even stronger, deeply emotional soundscapes
with this episode's original song by Harry Harris. A ballad, indeed.

POPPY HILLSTEAD HAS ENTERED THE CHAT Comedy

Episode 4 // Songs with Strangers // Aug 2020
After helping build Gossipmongers into one of the breakout comedy
podcasts of last year, Poppy Hillstead has struck out on her own. But don't
worry, her new show features equal amounts of depravity. In each episode
Poppy frequents a different chat room before acting out whatever hilarity
takes place, accompanied by a beautifully atmospheric soundtrack. As well
as some hot fishing chat, episode 4 features Poppy making up songs with
unsuspecting strangers, leading to surprisingly charming results.
// 09

THE 10 COMMANDMENTS //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

SPOOKY PODCASTS TO
GIVE YOU THE CREEPS
IN EACH ISSUE ACAST DELIVER THEIR TEN
COMMANDMENTS - THE SHOWS YOU
SHOULD BE LISTENING TO RIGHT NOW, WITH
A DIFFERENT THEME EACH TIME. ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE DAPO OLOWU IS IN THE
CURATOR'S SEAT THIS MONTH AND THINGS
ARE GETTING FREAKY...
“It’s October. So you know what that means: needlessly scaring your pants
off in honour of the spookiest day of the year, hallowe'en. It’s hard to
explain why terrifying stories are so addictive, but podcasts never cease to
offer up new spine-tingling tales to scratch that itch. Whether it’s gruesome
true crimes or paranormal audio dramas, there’s plenty of podcasts to
keep you up at night.”
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THEY WALK
AMONG US

THE SCORE:

They Walk Among Us has been haunting our
feeds for five seasons now, and this awardwinning weekly UK true crime podcast
covers all manner of creepy cases, from
the sinister to the surreal. With a focus on
crimes that are close to home, be warned,
it’ll have you looking over your shoulder.

A true crime podcast that offers a different
flavour to the usual murderous stories.
Bank Robber Diaries is an all-access pass
into the mind of Southern California’s
most prolific bank robbers, who held up
30 banks in just 14 months. This Acast
Studio’s podcast is a terrifying look into the
extreme lengths criminals are willing to go.

BANK ROBBER
DIARIES
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REDHANDED

THE MAGNUS
ARCHIVES

RedHanded jumps head first into all
manner of macabre madness. Hosts
Hannah and Suruthi cover everything from
big time serial killers (including those you
may never have heard of), to hauntings,
possessions, disturbing mysteries, bizarre
whodunits and basically anything that
tickles their creepy fancy.

The Magnus Archives is something of a
sleeper hit, as it’s actually one of the UK’s
biggest audio drama podcasts. The weekly
horror fiction podcast examines what lurks
in the archives of the Magnus Institute, an
organisation dedicated to researching the
esoteric and the weird. It’s a podcast that
pulls you in and never lets go.

FILMS TO BE
BURIED WITH

DRUNK WOMEN
SOLVING CRIME

Ok, so it’s not technically a spooky
podcast but it does have a certain morbid
undertone to it. Host, actor and comedian
Brett Goldstein invites celebrity guests,
such as Sharon Stone and Joe Cornish, to
choose which films they’d like to be buried
with. So it’s a podcast about films, but also
a little bit about death too.

Drunk Women Solving Crime is a true
crime podcast with a twist...of lime.
Hosts Hannah George, Catie Wilkins and
Taylor Glenn welcome top guests from
comedians to crime writers to test out
their drunk detective skills. Each episode
sees the boozed up panel tackle personal
crime stories, solve true crime cases, and
seek justice for your
listener crimes.

THE
HARROWING

CREEPY

A star-studded supernatural thriller that tells
the story of an isolated community taking
shelter during a once-in-a-century storm,
when a barbaric crime sets off a chain of
events which heralds the rise of an ancient evil
and threatens to change the course of history.
This fiction podcast stars Golden Globe winner
Joanne Froggatt as the lead voice actor, and
its title thoroughly lives
up to its name.

If you’ve spent an unhealthy amount of
time on Reddit, you might be familiar with
the creepypasta tales told on this podcast.
And if that made no sense, creepypasta
are horror-related legends that have been
copied and pasted around the Internet —
so you know this is going to get weird.
Listener discretion is advised.

// 11

MURDER
MILE

UNHEARD:

Commended for it’s well-researched and
carefully crafted stories, Murder Mile is a
uniquely different UK true-crime podcast as
it’s presented as an audio guided walk of
over 300 of London’s untold, unsolved and
(often) forgotten murder cases, all within the
West End. So head out with your earphones
in and prepare, you’re in for a scare.

Uncovering the secrets of notorious
murderers Fred and Rose West as a
journalist while researching for his book,
Howard Sounes recorded his enquiries and
interviews on cassette tape. Twenty-five
years on, Howard revisits these previously
unheard tapes. He also speaks to new
witnesses, as he reveals the full story of the
Wests, with new insights
in this 12-part series.

THE FRED & ROSE
WEST TAPES

ACAST IS THE HOME OF THE WORLD’S BEST PODCASTS.
FIND WHAT SPEAKS TO YOU AT ACAST.COM.

12 //

REEL FEEDBACK
ADVERT
1/2
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THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES
UNFILTERED w/ JAMES O'BRIEN

Interview

Akala: Race and class in the ruins of empire // May 2018
Before switching to LBC's Full Disclosure, James O'Brien hosted a number
of fascinating conversations on the Joe affiliated Unfiltered podcast. In
this episode rapper, poet and scholar Akala joins James for a scintillating
interview in which they discuss two issues that run to the heart of modern
Britain: race and class. From myths around gangs, street violence and black
youth to a deep discussion on the windrush generation, the conversation
may be two years old but the content is sadly just as relevant.

START UP

		

Business

Dear Music Fans... // May 2016
Gimlet's Start Up has been telling stories of tech startups since 2014. This
hugely popular episode recounts the story of Grooveshark - an illegal
music website that attempted and very nearly succeeded in changing the
music industry forever. From downloading and sharing mp3's to the birth of
streaming, Grooveshark were at the forefront. But how did the major music
labels react? You'll have to tune in to find out. A brilliantly told story focusing
on the people, the relationships and the heartbreaking culmination.

THE BRADLEY WIGGINS SHOW

Sport

12 // Tour Is G's For The Taking // Jul 2019
While best known for his cycling, Sir Bradley Wiggins built a reputation
during his career for having a charismatic personality that always stood
out in post race interviews. Who better then to host a podcast about the
sport than the three time Olympic champion? This episode's conversation
with former Team Sky director Sean Yates is a belter as they discuss fourtime Tour de France winner Chris Froome and the time he "went back on
his word" to attack Wiggins during the 2012 Tour de France. Gripping stuff.
14 //
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ALL KILLA NO FILLA

True Crime

Episode Nine // Harold Shipman // Mar 2015
Featuring comedians Rachel Fairburn and Kiri Pritchard-McLean exploring a
shared passion for serial killers, All Killa No Filla discusses true crime stories
in a way that avoids putting criminals on a platform but instead focuses
on their flaws and inconsistencies while being considerate of the victims
involved. Episode 9 focuses on Harold Shipman, the English GP who is
believed to be the most prolific serial killer in modern history. A fascinating
case presented respectfully but with just the right amount of comic relief.

DESERT ISLAND DISCS

Music

Ian Wright // Feb 2020
As a true British institution, Desert Island Discs has been going strong since
1942 and although the podcast is essentially a shorter version of the radio
show, there's no way we couldn't recommend this episode at some point.
While music is the starting point, it's the stories that inspire the guest's
selections that always resonate and this episode with former footballer
Ian Wright is one of the greats. If you can make it through the Mr Pigden
story without having to pause to compose yourself we'll be very impressed.

GRIEFCAST

		

Interview

Ep. 74 // Robyn Hollingworth // Apr 2019
At a time where we are all confronting grief in its various forms, Robyn
Hollingworth's appearance on Griefcast offers the perfect balance of
humour and honesty. Her story of losing her mother to cancer and
then caring for and eventually losing her father to Alzheimers seems
unfathomable. But the way she plots her grief, converting the journals she
wrote as a carer into a book, reminds us that there is a future beyond our
sorrow. No matter how dark it seems now, life keeps changing.

CANE AND RINSE

Video Games

No.144 // The Last of Us // Sep 2014
Caneandrinse.com has been an online forum for video game discussion
for years now and their podcast continues the trend, focusing in on a
specific game title for each episode. After being heavily requested by their
listeners the Cane and Rinse team finally reviewed the dystopian action
adventure masterpiece that is The Last Of Us. The story, the cut-scenes,
the performances and the gameplay - no stone is left unturned in this epic
two hour review of, arguably, one of the greatest games of all time.
// 15

Follow Rose & Rosie's most
intimate adventure yet exclusively on Spotify

16 //
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REVELATIONS //

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

ROSE AND ROSIE
PARENTAL GUIDANCE
A NEW PODCAST FROM SPOTIFY PODCASTS
It’s a busy time for Spotify Podcasts in the
UK and Ireland at the moment - we’ve had
lots of launches keeping us busy, with loads
more exciting stuff to come before the end of
the year. One of the podcast launches we’re
particularly proud of is Rose and Rosie:
Parental Guidance, which launched back
in August.
Known for their positive and open
conversations about LGBTQ+ issues,
Rose and Rosie are a married British
entertainment duo who release weekly
videos in improvisational comedy, lifestyle
and gaming. They have amassed over 1.6
million YouTube subscribers across their 3
channels and attain over 3 million monthly
views collectively.
Now, the pair are determined to start a
family, and there are a whole host of mindboggling decisions to make. And they fully
intend to tell us all about it, through their
brand new podcast which is available
exclusively on Spotify..
In their honest and authentic style, every
topic is met with a healthy obsession to
interrogate choices at every angle - in one
episode they even interview a potential
sperm donor for suitability.

The couple hope that Rose and Rosie:
Parental Guidance will help others in similar
situations find access to more information,
join in on parenting debates, and know
that they aren't alone on this journey which
is notorious for being an unpredictable
emotional rollercoaster.
Rosie explains, “When I was younger and
before social media, I wouldn't have known
where I could see people who were out
there leading normal lives being LGBTQIA+.
We’ve never set out to be defined as a ‘gay
couple’; we want our relationship to exist
beyond a label or simply being put in a box.
A BBC Studios Production, the 12-part series,
Rose and Rosie: Parental Guidance is
available to listen to exclusively on Spotify now.
// 17

EVERY PODCAST IN POD BIBLE HAS A SCANNABLE CODE SO
YOU CAN EASILY OPEN AND LISTEN WITHIN THE SPOTIFY APP
OPEN A SEARCH THEN CLICK ON THE CAMERA ICON TO USE
THE IN-APP SCANNER
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THE SCRIPTURES //

PODCASTS WITH BACK
CATALOGUES THAT ARE
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER
SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR
SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE WELL
WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.
WALKING THE DOG w/ EMILY DEAN

Interview

It's often said that the relaxed atmosphere of a podcast recording goes
a long way in disarming a guest. By taking them out for a walk with their
dog however, Emily Dean has created the perfect format for intimate
conversations to flourish. Factor in occasional dog noises and hellos to
passers by and you have one of the most comforting listens out there.

THE READ

Pop Culture

Hosted by old friends Kid Fury and Crissle West, The Read examines
pop culture and current events with brutal honesty and a wicked sense
of humour, whilst also amplifying stories and perspectives that are so
often under represented. Since launching in 2013 the pair have built a cult
following by unapologetically being themselves. How wonderful is that?

PASSENGER LIST

Audio Drama

Focusing on the story of a missing plane, Passenger List is "a high-quality
podcast drama with great performances, an intriguing story-line and
exceptional sound design.” Not our words but the words of the British
Podcast Awards judges after naming the eight episode series their Best
Fiction podcast of 2020, and we couldn't agree more. Exceptional.

22 //

FORTUNATELY... WITH FI & JANE
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Comedy / Interview

On Fortunately... broadcasters Jane Garvey and Fi Glover invite guests
from radio, TV and podcasting to share the behind the scenes stories we're
all desperate to hear. With huge followings from their work on Radio 4, Fi
& Jane let loose in a way not heard on the radio, jumping from serious
topics to inane obscurities with a freedom that sees both of them thrive.

ANTHEMS

Society & Culture

Anthems is a collection of 'original manifestos, speeches, stories, poems
and rallying cries written and voiced by exceptional people'. After launching
with their #AnthemsWomen series they've since produced #AnthemsHome,
#AnthemsPride and most recently #AnthemsBlack, featuring beautifully
produced bitesized episodes with a carefully curated selection of guests.

THE GOOD, THE BAD & THE RUGBY

Sport

After building the award winning and hugely successful House of Rugby
podcast and YouTube show, Alex Payne, James Haskell and Mike Tindall
have gone it alone to launch The Good, The Bad & The Rugby. Although they
feature a variety of guests, it's the trio's chemistry that shines throughout with
their vast knowledge and experience making this a must listen for rugby fans.

RICE TO MEET YOU

Society & Culture / Comedy

Comedians Nigel Ng & Everlyn Mok discuss Asian culture and more on their
weekly show that has quickly gained a devoted fanbase. Nigel recently
'went viral' with his Uncle Rodger video (in which he hilariously criticises a
food presenter making egg fried rice) but it was Everlyn who came up with
the idea originally. Lucky for us Uncle Rodger often appears on the pod too.

74 SECONDS

True Crime

In 2016, Philando Castle was pulled over for a broken tail-light. Just 74
seconds later he was killed as police officer Jaronimo Yanez fired 7 shots
into the car. In this crushingly sad but fascinating series, MPR news took
the unusual approach of covering the trial in real time and were rewarded
with a Peabody Award for their comprehensive and considerate approach.

THE 27 CLUB

Documentary / Music

Jim Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Kurt Cobain, Amy Winehouse.
Supremely talented yet tortured musicians who sadly have one other thing
in common - their premature deaths at the age of 27. Inspired by true
events but occasionally dramatised, The 27 Club focuses on a different
member for each season, starting with 12 episodes on Jimi Hendrix.

// 23

THE HOLY GRAIL //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

DON'T JUST TAKE
OUR WORD FOR IT...
EACH ISSUE WE BRING YOU A ROUND-UP OF THE
AUDIBLE ORIGINAL PODCASTS OUR MEMBERS
ARE LOVING AND PRESS ARE BUZZING ABOUT
TOO. WITHOUT FURTHER ADO HERE’S OUR
MEMBERS ON THEIR FAVOURITE LISTENS…
THE RISE OF THE IRON MEN WITH MISHA GLENNY
In this “Intelligent, eye-opening, and totally brilliant” podcast (The Guardian),
Misha Glenny, journalist and best-selling author of McMafia, tells the story of
the unexpected rise of six world leaders, dominating headlines and creating
a new kind of politics that challenges democratic values and the liberal order.
“Fascinating profiles of various
controversial leaders. Really thought
provoking and interesting listen” James J

“Glenny makes some curious but pertinent links
between these characters. Excellent listening. I
strongly recommended it!” Anon

EVIL HAS A NAME
The monster who preyed on Californians from 1975 to 1986 was known by
many aliases and while numerous police sketches tried to capture his oftenmasked visage, the Golden State Killer spent more than 40 years not only
faceless, but nameless. Then, on April 24, 2018, authorities made an arrest
based on DNA evidence linked to the crimes. Amazingly, it seemed, evil
finally had a name.
“Probably the best podcast I’ve ever
listened to. Very well put together and
super interesting. I’m totally hooked” Anon
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“A lesson in
never giving up”
Anon
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A GROWN UP GUIDE TO OCEANS

In this follow-up to A Grown-Up Guide to Dinosaurs, evolutionary biologist,
Professor Ben Garrod, takes the listener on an oceanic journey from the
beginning of life on Earth to the present day, discovering what the ocean
actually is and why it’s so important in the evolutionary history of life.
“This is an openly accessible podcast that will interest anyone, not just
academics or oceanographers but anyone who has ever dipped their
toes in the shoreline and wonder what’s going on out there!” Anon

“This hit the spot - I love
science & love to find out more
about our planet!” Anon

JON SNOW: MAKING THE NEWS
Veteran journalist Jon Snow gives us unique, untold stories and fresh insight
into some of the most poignant news moments in history - the fall of the
Berlin Wall, 9/11, the Haiti Earthquake of 2010, the Gaza conflict in 2014 and
the Grenfell tower fire. Using original news tapes from the ITN archive, Jon
takes us behind the scenes of some of the most significant news events of
his reporting career.
“Great insights, honestly told, by an A-class presenter. Can't
recommend it enough! The personal side to the stories is what
makes this stand out from anything else I've listened to.” James W

“Jon Snow in his best form,
loved it. I could not turn this off!
Great listen” Anon

NUT JOBS
It’s the $10 million heist you’ve never heard of. In a matter of months, dozens
of truckloads disappeared from American highways. But what were they
carrying? Nuts. Marc Fennell takes you into a rabbit-hole of crime syndicates,
stolen identities and private investigators that will change the way you think
about food forever.
“Great sound editing and captivating narration create an amazing story that
leads you from one place to another, drawing a big picture around the simple
subject of an almond, in which we find ourselves a part of” Anon

“Wonderfully
enlightening”
Anon

THE SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP
The Special Relationship is a cross-continental sitcom, in which two idiot British
comedians, Alex Owen and Ben Ashenden (The Pin), decide to ‘crack America’.
Unfortunately, they have very little idea about how to go about it - or even,
when pushed, what it means. But that does nothing to dent their enthusiasm....
“Such funny performers. Brilliant sketches, great
“I loved this from start to finish, some real
sitcom writing. Amazing to hear all of these comedy laugh out loud moments, I'd certainly want
names from the US and UK together” Anon
to hear a second series!” Anon
Every month, Audible members get one credit to use on any audiobook regardless of price or length, plus unlimited access to Audible
Original Podcasts at no extra cost. Listen for free with your 30-day trial. From £7.99 / month after 30 days. Renews automatically.
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PODCAST DISCIPLE //

DANE BAPTISTE
IN EVERY ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST DISCIPLE
FIVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR LOVE OF
PODCASTS AND PODCASTING. THIS MONTH
WE’RE JOINED BY DANE BAPTISTE FROM
DANE BAPTISTE QUESTIONS EVERYTHING!
PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?
DB: I like them because it's like being invited
to eavesdrop in a conversation. Some of the
things said may not make sense, but you also
might learn something fascinating! A podcast
can also be like an informative lecture, but
you can pause, and your parents won't go
crazy if you fall asleep during
because you're wasting your
money on your course, whereas
you can listen back to a podcast
and learn at your leisure!!
WHAT WAS THE FIRST
PODCAST YOU EVER
LISTENED TO?
WTF? With Marc Maron.
Comedians were telling me it
was the best and I managed
to catch an episode with
Leonardo DiCaprio, Q-Tip, Dave Chappelle
and Chris Rock! They were talking about the
next generation of comedians; and I think the
seed was planted then that I needed to have a
podcast. I hope that one day I can be a guest
next time these creative titans link up, but in the
meantime, I am putting together an impressive
roster of acts to get to the same level!
26 //

WHICH PODCASTER MAKES YOU
LAUGH THE MOST?
I would say the guys on 3 Shots Of Tequila
combined make me laugh. It's like listening
to the people I grew up with so I find the
references hilarious. It's a non-comedy podcast
so I find it impressive. There are a load of other
podcasts where I've appeared
as a guest, particularly Quotas
Full where I get to bounce off my
fellow comedians about various
topics. Some of the episodes my
eyes have been watering like I
was in the back of the class at
secondary school again.
WHICH PODCAST HAS
EDUCATED YOU THE
MOST?
The Joe Rogan Experience.
Admittedly there's stuff and people I wish I
didn't know but its an amazing and informative
podcast and the one that launched a
thousand broadcasts. He had the legendary
Neil Degrasse Tyson on the podcast, who is
the other cool black Tyson people know, that
broke down quantum and particle physics in
a way I never thought I'd understand! Now I
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have TWO books on quantum mechanics and
physics that I am definitely gonna read! Once I
get through these podcasts of course.
CAN YOU RECOMMEND A SHOW
OUR READERS MAY NOT HAVE
HEARD OF?
The Have A Word podcast with Dan Nightingale
and Adam Rowe, Rob Muholland's 420
podcast, Heels Off podcast, 3 Shots Of Tequila
and the best of all Dane Baptiste Questions
Everything! You won't find any other podcasts
with rappers, convicts, singers, composers and

Guardian journalists in the same place. You
wanna know how good my podcast is? KATIE
HOPKINS BACKED OUT OF DOING IT. There are
no other platforms out there that Katie Hopkins
fears, that's how good it is!
@DaneBaptweets / danebaptiste.co.uk
Dane Baptiste Questions Everything is a podcast
where comedian Dane Baptiste, producer Howard
Cohen and a special guest pose the questions that
need to be asked. Special guests include amazing
people from the world of film, TV, media and comedy.

CHECK OUT DANE'S FAVOURITES ON SPOTIFY
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THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

PODCASTS
WITH A SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE
JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND
SEARCH PODCAST SPEAKS TO THE PEOPLE BEHIND
PODCASTS FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR
How do you go about bettering an already
popular and very respected podcast? Well,
comedian Rich Wilson has done just that.
His show, Insane In The Men Brain has
addressed men’s mental health since the
start of 2019 with an array of guests who
have openly spoken about their mental
health journeys, but now Rich takes on a new
spin-off project in the form of
Insane In The Fem Brain, so
what inspired this transition?
RW: Well, Fem Brain came
from a conversation I had with
Jayde Adams. Jayde was of
the opinion that although I'm
not completely in the dark, I
maybe didn't know as much as
I thought I did about women so I decided that the only way
to learn more was to go and
talk to women, particularly strong, successful
women that have got where they wanted to
be even though the world is still a very male
dominated place. It's been truly enlightening
and I've really enjoyed recording the episodes.
With a mandate to learn more about the
opposite sex, Rich shows humility to the
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fact that he is here to listen, so what has
he learned over the course of series one
of the show?
RW: The whole point of my podcasts is that
I'm learning things. I'm talking to people from
different backgrounds, different classes,
different faiths, different cultures because
I want to know more. It's all
about the guests that I have
in, not a platform for me to
bang on about myself. I feel so
different to how I did when I first
started. I just feel I understand
people a lot more and I've
come to realise that everyone,
no matter where they're from,
is just figuring it all out as we
go along. Nobody really knows
what's going on nor does
anyone have any answers.
With no signs of stopping, Rich has a clear
direction in where he’d like to take the
podcast and inspiration behind making
more episodes.
RW: I'd just love to reach more people and
not from a "I want to be famous" kind of way.
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I get so many messages from people who've
said that my podcasts have really helped
them which blows my mind so if that's the
case, I'd love to help more people.
Why is it so important to keep this mental
health conversation going?
RW: Stigmas are being lifted - but we still need
to do more. We may not be the generation
that benefits from it but future generations will
and this is why it’s important that we've started
this, and also why it’s important that we carry
on. The world is a mad old place and you'd
have to be made of stone for it not to affect
you, but if we keep talking to each other, at
least we can help each other through.

Rich would like to raise awareness of the
National Suicide Prevention Alliance, an
alliance of public, private, voluntary and
community organisations in England who
care about suicide prevention and are willing
to take action to reduce suicide and support
those affected by suicide. www.nspa.org.uk
ukleap.org // @JasonTron
With a mix of live panel
discussions, celebrity guests,
policy experts and general
inquisitiveness, STOP AND
SEARCH discusses drugs,
addiction, mental health and
the media. Available on Spotify,
Acast and all other platforms.
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THE REFORMATION //

IN ASSOCIATION WITH FUBAR RADIO

BRITAIN'S BIGGEST LIVE
PODCAST NETWORK
LAUNCHED IN 2014 WHEN PODCASTING WAS STILL BENEATH
THE RADAR, FUBAR RADIO BECAME BRITAIN’S FIRST TALK
STATION AIMED SOLELY AT 18 TO 34s. FAST FORWARD TO 2020
AND FUBAR IS NOW THE MOST PROLIFIC LIVE PODCASTER
OUT THERE. THEIR LISTENING FIGURES HAVE GROWN RAPIDLY
AND NOW EXCEED A MILLION EACH MONTH (1.125 MILLION LIVE
LISTENS AND ON-DEMAND DOWNLOADS.*)
PRESS BUZZ
In July alone FUBAR’s live podcasts were
featured in 181 press articles (from the Daily Mail
to Page Six) reaching 22 million people** and
these articles regularly
feature video excerpts
from the live shows.

Revel in the geeky
fascinations of Harry
Hill, Jason Manford,
Romesh Ranganathan,
Samantha Morton, Matt
Goss, and many more.

With no commercial
breaks, news, weather
or travel bulletins,
FUBAR breaks the
mould when it comes
to live talk and with
the podcast side of
the business proving
so successful, it’s little
wonder that they are
dropping the word
“radio” from their name.
THE FUTURE
As well as aiming all of
their programming at an
18-34 year-old audience,

30 ////
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FUBAR has also pioneered the use of social
influencers as show hosts, which generates a
highly-engaged following for each new show.
FUBAR has already
recorded over 7,000
hours of original
programming
and
by 2021 has plans to
expand their schedule
to feature up to 20
genre-specific
live
podcasts. With subjects
as diverse as celebrity
news, politics, sexual
health, music, comedy,
LGBT+ and much more,
FUBAR has created a
beacon for fledgling
podcasters to move
into a live broadcast
environment and reach a
much bigger audience.

Uncensored celebrity
news with Strictly’s Kevin
Clifton, Charlotte Crosby,
Ashley Banjo, Tiger
King’s Dillon Passage
and hundreds more.

*SharpStream Streaming Services, August 2020 **Kantar Media, July 2020
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FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

CRAIG PHILLIPS
WHICH PODCASTS DO OUR FAVOURITE CELEBS LISTEN
TO? WE ASKED CRAIG PHILLIPS, CELEBRITY BUILDER AND
FIRST EVER BIG BROTHER WINNER, FOR THE 5 PODCASTS
HE COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT...

1
2

NO SUCH THING AS A FISH

Created by the researchers behind QI on BBC Two, they discuss
their favourite, unusual fact they come across each week. Hilarious,
fascinating and educational all in one!

HAPPY PLACE

I love this podcast as it is quite simply about finding your happy
place, unlocking your inner happiness and how to find a bit of joy
in every day, whatever that may be. It really does suit everybody.

3
4

SH*GGED, MARRIED, ANNOYED

This podcast is a hilarious encounter of adult life, married life and
parenthood in a very real and honest, yet brilliantly funny manner!
I always find myself laughing out loud and nodding along.

GARDENERS QUESTION TIME

As a keen gardener, this is a great listen. There are always some
interesting questions and topics being discussed.

5

TODAY IN FOCUS

Keeping up with the news in recent months has been difficult,
but these short episodes tell you all you need to know in a very
digestible way.
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DEVIL IN THE DETAIL

STORIES ABOUT THE INTERNET
IN EACH ISSUE WE TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR FAVOURITE
SHOWS FROM A SPECIFIC GENRE. FOR ISSUE #011 WE'RE
FOCUSING ON SHOWS THAT TELL STORIES ABOUT THE INTERNET.
WRITTEN BY PODCASTER AND PODCAST ENTHUSIAST @JOHNCNHARRIS

RABBIT HOLE

Twenty twenty has been a strong year for investigative journalism in
podcasting, and no show typifies this quite like Rabbit Hole. Running through
April to June of this year, the show delves deep into internet algorithms and
their place in indoctrination - a concept that seems to only get more and more
relevant as time goes on. New York Times tech columnist Kevin Roose covers
the likes of QAnon, YouTube, and even manages to get a rare audience with
the controversial internet figure PewDiePie to create a picture of the internet
today and the dangers we face as we find ourselves more and more online.

STAND-OUT EPISODE: One: Wonderland
Acting as a microcosm of the series ahead, the first three episodes of Rabbit
Hole investigate the entire search history (with permission) of someone who
found themselves “brainwashed” and consuming thousands of far-right videos.

THE LAST DAYS OF AUGUST

Journalist Jon Ronson’s first foray into the world of podcasting provides
us with a unique insight into the enormous and frequently undiscussed
world of online pornography. In particular the show looks at the creation
of the website Pornhub and the titular butterfly effect that this has on
the porn industry as a whole. Jon’s storytelling is empathetic and
conscientious, giving voices to figures across the entirety of the narrative.
It provides assorted stories from the fallout of the website, including
the way that search engine optimization has caused a fallow period
for actresses in their mid-twenties, the performer who burned a stamp
collection on camera for a fan, and much more.
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STAND-OUT EPISODE: Ep. 1: A Nondescript Building in Montreal
To do a show of this nature justice the only way to listen to it is from episode
one. If you find yourself wanting more stories from this world, the same
feed is the home of Jon’s sister podcast The Last Days Of August which is
a considered look at the suicide of pornographic actress August Ames and
the events preceding it.
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POPPY HILLSTEAD HAS ENTERED THE CHAT

Former Gossipmonger Poppy Hillstead has found a new - equally filthy pastime, and it’s hunting through the depths of internet chatrooms and
generally causing havoc. These bouts of mischief are then transcribed and
recreated with the help of some of the finest voices in comedy. Have no fear
though, it’s only ninety-five percent muck... Episodes include Poppy penning
various pop hits co-written by strangers from sex chatrooms, trying to make
the world’s largest game of Blind Date, and creating her own doomed
Goodfellas chatroom to name but a few.

STAND-OUT EPISODE: Episode 1: Fantasy Roleplay Chatroom
In this opening episode Poppy finds herself in various escapades playing the
role of a sexy goblin in a fantasy chatroom. Highlights include her various
dalliances being thwarted by her goblin son and a laugh out loud misuse of
an enlargement spell.

HOW TO KILL AN HOUR WITH MARCUS BRONZY

British Podcast bronze award-winning How To Kill An Hour with Marcus
Bronzy is two shows. One episode you’ll find yourself listening to an
insightful interview between Marcus and the likes of internet comedian
Munya Chawawa, comedian and Twitch streamer Bilal Zafar, poet and
podcaster George The Poet and, actual ‘needs no introduction’ Shaggy. The
next you’ll find Marcus and a rotating list of regular co-hosts including the
likes of Devin Griffin from Radio 1 and Nick Bright from Radio 1xtra chatting
about the latest tech, video games and gadgets. Whatever you get it’s
always good company and a great way to kill an hour.

STAND-OUT EPISODE: #BlackLivesMatter
In response to the killing of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor by police and
the revived public attention on the #BlackLivesMatter movement as a result,
Marcus Bronzy, Devin Griffin and Funk Butcher discuss what it’s like to be
Black broadcasters.

BONUS LOCKDOWN PODCAST RECOMMENDATIONS
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INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

PODCAST
EQUIPMENT
AS A BEATMAKER, DJ AND PODCAST PRODUCTION
MAESTRO, BUDDY PEACE KNOWS A THING OR TWO
ABOUT THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE. IN PREVIOUS
ISSUES BUDDY HAS SHARED HIS PODCAST
ESSENTIALS AND REVIEWED THE LATEST TECH
BUT FOR THIS ISSUE HE'S FOCUSING SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE ON YOUR APPLE PHONE OR TABLET.....

iPAD & iOS APPS
Warm wishes and evergreen bests to you all.
While I type this at the board of a laptop, I
have an iPad nestled under the desk-stand
which is locked and loaded, ready for action.
There was a time, maybe as recent as a
year ago now, where I would have thought
‘locked and loaded’ simply meant ‘ready
to play some fancy looking side-scrolling
games’ or ‘take a massive photo’. I didn’t
even have one a year ago. Well within that
year, my eyes have been opened wider and
wider so many times, my eyelids have done
multiple 360s and may as well be Clockwork
Orange-d at this point. At this stage, I now
think of the iPad as a fully functional laptop
alternative, which shares so many features
of its parent counterpart, and is a completely
viable solution for almost everything you
could want in terms of audio and visuals.
Now, I’m still pretty new to the iOS world
and while I know a few bits, I don’t have an
exhaustive knowledge just yet. Here’s a mini
selection that could really get you on a good
path on the iOS journey…
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There are two apps I should recommend up
top which will serve you well in any audio
instance:
AUDIOSHARE & AUM
Audioshare is a multipurpose hub for
recordings, quick edits and cross-device
sharing. It makes a lot of actions that
bit quicker and makes access to audio
files easy too. AUM is a routing app like a
massive mixing desk, where you can send
and receive signals, process, record, I mean
I’ve barely scratched the surface myself but
it does a ton and is very useful in your setup.
SPIRE
While Voice Memos is perfectly fine and
you can achieve lossless recordings, Spire
is a worthy competitor which records wav
files and has a nice functionality. It’s made
by iZotope, who make incredible sound
processing software, so you can be sure
it’s a goody. Another great option for high
quality recordings.
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Image: livingmemorysoftware.com

AUDITOR
I searched high and low for an editor similar
to Audition, my workhorse laptop app which
I’ve been using since 2001. While this one’s
a little fiddly on occasion and re-quires
perseverance, it will serve you well if you’re
out and about without the mac and need
some nice and quick but precise edits. The
functions are numerous and comprehensive,
and it’s a sturdy portable option.
BLEASS FILTER
A lovely EQ app which is fantastic for taking
care of specific frequencies that may cause
problems in certain files, like if you just
recorded something direct to your iPad
and there’s a high-end whine, or low-end
rumble and so on. Bleass are great, and the
interfaces are simple and pleasant. Worth
looking into.
LUMAFUSION
A stunning visual editing app which is about

as close to Final Cut as you’ll find. Not all
podcasts are audio only, so it’s a great tool
to have in the shed. It works like a dream
and it’s just really exciting to use.
AURIA PRO & CUBASIS 3
Fully fledged production apps that are
amazing alternatives to Garageband (also
good, but we can do better!). If you use
Logic you’ll already have a good idea of how
these work, and they provide excellent utility
for sequencing clips and mixing podcasts.
www.buddypeace.com // @Buddy_Peace

Enjoy Buddy's column?
Why not check out his
podcast?
BUDDY'S
BUDDIES is a weekly
snapshot of creative,
inspirational and unique
characters carving out
their own fascinating
paths in their lives. Give
it a listen!
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PODCAST PROPHETS //

MICHAELA COEL
CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #011 IS MICHAELA COEL.
Time after time Michaela Coel has proved herself
to have a uniquely powerful voice. With both the
award winning Chewing Gum and the recently
adored I May Destroy You, she presents looks
into lives that we didn’t realise were missing
from our media landscapes, but feel so
essential now they’re here.
What’s more, her voice seems to prove just as
essential each time she steps on to a podcast.
Here’s a few of our favourites...
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// Jan 2019
Falling out of love with Christianity, Chewing Gum and avoiding Stardom

WAYS TO CHANGE THE WORLD

So much is covered in this chat with Channel 4's Krishnan Guru-Murphy
that no write up can truly do it justice. From Michaela's fascinating
relationship with faith to reflections on the assault that led to her recent
smash hit I May Destroy You, Krishnan's robust questioning brings out
the best in Michaela and reveals yet again what an inspiration she is.

THE ADAM BUXTON PODCAST

Ep.30 // Michaela Coel // Sep 2016
We're delving deep into the Adam Archive for this one but as always
with Dr Buckles we are rewarded with a nuanced and compelling
conversation with a healthy dose of silliness and irreverence. While
there's a lot of focus on the BAFTA winning 'Chewing Gum', there's also
time for discussions on bodily functions and sex clubs. Pod perfection.

GROWING UP WITH GAL-DEM

Michaela Coel on feedback and 'taking the note' // Jun 2020
Gal Dem are focused on platforming the voices of women and nonbinary people of colour. In their podcast they ask guests to revisit old
diary entries/letters/etc. The extraction Michaela chooses (from a period
10 years ago when she was unsure about acting) uncovers a profound
bit of advice applicable both within and outside of her chosen field.

BLOOD ON THE TRACKS

Michaela Coel, Benjamin Zephaniah, Bez, Mike Bubbins // Jan 2019

On Blood On The Tracks Colin Murray gathers together four music
obsessives to debate their favourite tracks - a format that allows
Michaela to show a side of her personality not seen in some of our
other recommended episodes. Tune in for studio singalongs, tales of
dancing with Janelle Monae and a surprising love for Spandau Ballet.

SMALL DOSES

Side Effects of Pan Africanism // Jan 2019
A three way, two part whirlwind of a conversation that leaves you
energised and educated. Amanda Seales is joined by Michaela and
Noma Dumezweni to discuss pan Africanism and the black diaspora. The
section highlighting the difference between acknowledging history and
accepting it is one of many eureka moments to be had by us, the listener.
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OH. MY. POD. //

INDEPENDENT
PODCASTS
IN AN EFFORT TO CHAMPION THE LITTLE GUY, WE ASKED
AMATEUR OR INDEPENDENT PODCASTS TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THEIR SHOW. HERE ARE
SOME OF OUR FAVOURITES...
UNRAVELLING
TRAVELLING
@U_Travelling

A traveling couple living in their self-built
campervan discuss the world of travel in a
personal, humorous and intimate way.

IT'S A CONTINENT
PODCAST
@itsacontinent

Celebrating Africa by uncovering the history of
each nation. Plenty of things to pick up on that
we didn't learn in school!

DOS:
AFTER YOU
@dosafteryou

An LGBT horror and urban fantasy fiction podcast
that explores themes like duality and change
and all through the lens of a trans bi man!
Episodes are available in Spanish and English.
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KNOCK ONCE
FOR YES
@KnockOnceForYes

A paranormal podcast featuring listeners' true
ghost stories, haunted history, local legends
and more!

SAGAS
OF SHE
@SagasShe

Aiming to bring women lost in the footnotes of
time into the light. The After Dark episodes look
into the darker aspects of history while Tangent
is a bit of lighthearted chit chat about anything
from Star Wars to Archaeology.

A PODCAST OF
UNNECESSARY
DETAIL @FOTSN
Science, maths and comedy from the trio
behind Festival of the Spoken Nerd. Starting
with a single word they investigate three things
that become fascinating when you really get
down to the nitty and / or gritty.
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SURVIVING
SOCIETY
@survivingsocpod

Politics, current affairs, sociology & anti-racism
but with warmth, laughter & all-important
critical debate.

NO SHADE
PODCAST
@NoShadePod

Hosted by two young Black women who discuss
everything from social issues to everyday life
experiences that affect their community. It’s a
no-holds barred conversation, sharing the good
and the bad with banter and a hint of shade.

4 SONGS AND
A DREAM
@PandaShaun

A music interview podcast asking interesting
people from the world of entertainment to pick
four songs that mean something to them.

CRATE
808
@Crate808

90s rap podcast debating classic records from
the decade for entry into the twisted HoF Crate
808. The show also speaks to the legends of
the era and asks guests from the scene to dive
into their favourite albums

THE 'GRR'
IN GIRL
@TheGrrInGirlPod

A weekly podcast all about girl power and
celebrating women everywhere, talking to a
range of women and tackling a number of topics.

THE HEAD BALLET
PODCAST
@HeadBalletPod

This is the place where guests discuss their
favourite novelty songs - the funny, the weird,
the daft and the outright baffling tunes that
have been skipping and dancing around in their
heads for years.

I WAS JUST
WONDERING
@thesalmoning

Giving a talented and diverse voice from around
the world a platform to share their creative
journey so far. More voices. Better stories.

JUST AN INSIGHT
PODCAST
@Just_an_Insight

Podcast exploring the journey the music and
musicians go through in the alternative world.

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #012?
SEND US A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!
#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE
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THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH
ISSUE #012 IN DECEMBER

@podbible
READ OUR BACK CATALOGUE AT PODBIBLEMAG.COM
COVER ILLUSTRATION BY DAN EVANS
@DAN_DRAWS / IDRAWFORFOOD.CO.UK
WRITERS: ADAM RICHARDSON, SCROOBIUS PIP,
JORDAN RIZZIERI, JASON REED, JOHN HARRIS & BUDDY PEACE
SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, SPOTIFY, AUDIBLE, JESSIE & LENNIE WARE,
KIRSTY RICHARDSON, SARAH JACKSON, DANE BAPTISTE, CRAIG PHILLIPS,
FRANCESCA PRINCE, SIMON FRANKLIN, ALEXANDRA ADEY & GIORGIA SMITH
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POD BIBLE ONLINE
ORDER BACK ISSUES, LISTEN TO
THE PODCAST OR READ EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEWS & EDITORIAL CONTENT

PODBIBLEMAG.COM

